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norton ghost also allows you to backup only selected files, folders, or entire partitions. you
can choose which files to back up by using the standard windows file and folder dialog box.
you can select which folders or partitions to backup by right-clicking on them in windows

explorer. or, you can easily select only a few folders and files by using the keyboard shortcut
ctrl+a. the bootable usb drive (or floppy) that norton ghost runs from has to be formatted in

fat32, and has to be at least 8 mb in size. if it is smaller than this, you may get an error
message when you attempt to run the program. the program runs a step-by-step wizard when

you first launch it. it walks users through each step and presents users with all available
options. you can buy a technical support plan for this product. as users start to purchase third

party products, norton ghost help & support provides comprehensive technical support
services for home, small business and it professionals. norton ghost 8.0 is the most

recommended and feature rich software for imaging and deploying windows operating
systems. clicking the download now button above will allow you to connect to a third-party

website. download.com cant guarantee the security of the software hosted on these sites. the
laws regarding usage of the program differ from one country to the next. we do not

recommend or approve of using this software that is in violation of the laws. find out how to
download the most current version of ghost solution suite. norton ghost 8 is the most

recommended and feature rich software for imaging and deploying windows operating
systems. clicking the download now button above will allow you to connect to a third-party

website. download.com cant guarantee the security of the software hosted on these sites. the
laws regarding usage of the program differ from one country to the next. we do not

recommend or approve of using this software that is in violation of the laws. find out how to
download the most current version of ghost solution suite.
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the program runs a step-by-step wizard when you first launch it. it walks users through each step and
presents users with all available options. norton ghost 8 is the most recommended and feature rich

software for imaging and deploying windows operating systems. clicking the download now button above
will allow you to connect to a third-party website. download.com cant guarantee the security of the

software hosted on these sites. the laws regarding usage of the program differ from one country to the
next. we do not recommend or approve of using this software that is in violation of the laws. find out how

to download the most current version of ghost solution suite. norton ghost 8.0 has many features and
comes with a good price. it is also a good replacement for acronis true image. if you are looking for the

best backup program, the choice is between acronis true image and norton ghost. norton ghost requires
a license fee to use. the symantec ghost solution suite requires no subscription or purchase - just a

license. the trial version of norton ghost offers the same functionality as the full version. in addition, the
trial version includes a full week of backups for a free evaluation. it gives a free evaluation of the power
of norton ghost and trial version is available for 15 days. you can run the trial version for 30 days. the
mac version of norton ghost appears to be a direct clone of the windows version. however, the mac

version is not as polished as the windows version and is difficult to use. the developer of the product has
been around for quite a while and while there is still a price tag on the product, the support is excellent.
moreover, the support for both the windows and mac versions of norton ghost appear to be excellent.
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